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Collapse of Civilizations

• Rise followed by collapse is a common thread 
among human cultures.

• In a few cases collapse has been avoided.

• Can anything be generalized?
– Diamond discussed 5 contributing factors and 7 

possible responses



Influences on Survival

1. Self-inflicted ecological damage
2. Climate change
3. Hostile neighbors
4. Friendly neighbors (trade)
5. Response to problems



Relevance to Earth Today

Earth is a closed environment with finite resources

1. Self-inflicted ecological damage? YES
2. Climate change?  it happens
3. Hostile neighbors? NO
4. Friendly neighbors? NO
5. Response to problems? TBD



Responses to Crises

• Ignorance
• Reasoning by False Analogy
• Creeping Normalcy
• Local Amnesia
• Tragedy of the Commons
• Rational Behavior
• Irrational Behavior



Psychohistory 
= 

Mathematical Sociology
• A real discipline (a social science)
• Subject of Asimov’s Foundation Trilogy (1950)

• Can human behavior be modeled/predicted?

• Even if only possible in broad strokes, the insights may 
be useful.

See Sociophysics and Econophysics, the Future of Social Science? JStor
Daily, 9/26/18 

https://daily.jstor.org/sociophysics-and-econophysics-the-future-of-social-science/


What is Science?
•Science is a process by which we investigate our world.
•Science is not a litany of facts.
•Science employs the technique of objective materialism.   
Science is limited to seeking natural laws and processes to explain 
the world.
•Supernatural explanations are not science.
•Science is an evolving process. We recognize that we do not 
know everything, but that we are learning. As we learn, facts or 
observations that we cannot now explain may become explicable.

Fact: what we observe.
Law: a descriptive generalization of facts. E.g.,  Newton’s law of 
gravity.
Theory: An explanation for the laws and facts. The theory is the 
pinnacle of science. Theories make testable predictions. e.g., The 
General Theory of Relativity



Aside

We already know how to influence people
• Subliminal advertising?
• Focused ads
• Fake news



Modeling the Natural Causes 
Affecting a Civilization

Human And Natural DYnamics model
• Carrying capacity
• Depletion of resources
• Economic stratification



HANDY model
Human and Nature Dynamics (HANDY): Modeling 
Inequality and Use of Resources in the Collapse or 
Sustainability of Societies

Ecological Economics, 2014 101, 90–102

Motesharrei, S., Rivas, J., & Kalnay, E.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09218009


Predator-Prey Relation



Predator-Prey Model
• w: wolves (predators)
• p: rabbits (prey)
• b: birth rate (per capita)   
• d: death rate (=predation rate/predator)

• change in wolf population:
– dw/dt = (bwr) w – dww

• change in prey population:
– dr/dt = brr – (drw)r

• In equilibrium
– W=br/dr
– R=bw/dw

Derived in 1925 by A.J. Lotka



Predator-Prey Relation



HANDY model
• Humans as predators
• Nature as prey
Parameters:
• Population
– Elites
– Commoners

• Natural resources
• Accumulated wealth



HANDY Equations
• Birth rate same for commoners and elites
• Death rate depends on wealth
• Resources

– Only one resources term (all renewable)
– Depletion and regeneration terms

• Only commoners produce (deplete; create wealth)
• Wealth: accumulated surplus. 

– increases with production; decreases with depletion. Permits 
one to exceed the carrying capacity.

• Consumption depends on wealth
– Commoners consumption ceases when wealth falls below 

threshold
– Elites consumption ceases when wealth falls below threshold/κ
– Commoners starve first!



HANDY Equations
• Δxc = βcxc – αcxc                 change in number of commoners
• ΔxE = βExE – αExE change in number of elites
• Δy = γy(λ – y) – δxcy change in amount of resources - regeneration
• Δw = δxcy - Cc – CE           change in wealth - depletion

• βc = βE :  birth rate
• αc, αE :    death rates
• δ :          depletion of resources per worker

• y : natural resources  regeneration, depletion
• w: wealth                     production – consumption
• C : consumption  

– Cc = sxc
– CE = κsxE

• k: ratio of elite/commoner salary



Predator-Prey Relation

• Commoners prey on nature
– Produce wealth

• Elites prey on wealth 
–Wealth µ commoners



HANDY Solutions

• Iteratively solve coupled ODEs
• Vary parameters to find equilibria
• Look for maximum carrying capacity

Carrying Capacity: “the population level 
that the resources of a particular 
environment can sustain long-term”



HANDY Conclusions

Stable equilibria exist for 
• cE = 0   no elites  (equivalent to k=0)
• κ = 1    complete equality
• Slow growth



Equilibrium with No Elites

• Define carrying capacity c to be equal to the 
population.
– c = (g/d) (l-(s/d)h)

• g : regeneration factor
• d : depletion per worker
• l : maximum capacity
• s : salary paid commoners
• h : (aM - bC) / (aM – am)    aM, am: maximal, normal death rates

• Maximum carrying capacity cM set when g is 
maximized
– cM = (g/hs) (l/2)2



cE = 0

Optimal depletion per worker



cE= 0 equilibrium

Smooth approach to equilibrium when d/dopt <1
• dopt = 2hs/l

Oscillatory approach when 1 < d/dopt <~2

Crashes and recoveries for ~2 < d/dopt <~5

For high enough d/dopt , resources never recover



cE = 0

> Optimal depletion, 1 < d/dopt < ~5



cE = 0



cE = 0



Equilibrium in Equal Society (k=1)

• Optimal depletion rate larger, since 
commoners must also support the non-
producing elites.

• Same maximum carrying capacity
• Similar outcomes to cE=0 (k=0) scenario



κ = 1 (equitable salaries)



κ = 1 (equitable salaries)



κ = 1 (equitable salaries)



κ = 1 (equitable salaries)



Fewer Workers (less depletion) holds off collapse



Inequitable Societies
Equilibrium is possible if
• (aM-bE)/k(aM-am) = (aM-bc)/(aM-am)  = h

Then
• cC,e = g/d (l – h (s/d)(1 + ky))
• cE,e = y cC,e * y cannot be determined from initial conditions

• ye =h (s/d)(1 + ky)
• we= hr(1 + ky) cC,e

• ce = cC,e + cC,e is maximized for d=2hs/l (1 + ky)



κ = 100 (inequitable salaries)



κ = 100 (inequitable salaries)



κ =10





HANDY Conclusions
A “carrying capacity” can be defined in terms of 
basic model parameters

No equilibria exist for 
• Large inequality (κ >> 1)
• Rapid growth

• Equilibria can be found for moderate inequality (k
= 10)



HANDY generalizations
As inequality increases:
• Depletion per worker must increase
• Carrying capacity decreases

Outcomes:
• Growth followed by collapse common
• Approach to stable equilibria may be oscillatory
• Soft-landings are possible for selected parameters

Too much depletion or inequity may cause complete 
collapse



Limitations of the Model

The model is simple
• All resources are renewable
• Birth rates, depletion rates are constant
– No learning from experience

• No upsetting events (e.g., climate change, war)

But, the trends are interesting

“All models are wrong, but some are useful”



Experiments with Rats and Mice

• Experiments with overpopulated and confined 
populations led to asocial behaviors and 
collapse. (J.B. Calhoun, 1950s-1970s)

• The interpretations are not clear.
• See https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-

news/how-mouse-utopias-1960s-led-grim-
predictions-humans-180954423/ “How 1960s Mouse 
Utopias Led to Grim Predictions for Future of 
Humanity”, Smithsonian, 2/26/15

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/how-mouse-utopias-1960s-led-grim-predictions-humans-180954423/



